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Abstract: This paper focuses on developing a reduced distance matrix to improve the computational 

performance during the protein interactions clustering. This proposed matrix considers as centroids two alpha 

carbon atoms from a protein structure and stores the distances between these centroids and the other atoms 

from this same structure. Each row in this matrix represents a database record and each column is a distance 

value. Through this build matrix, clusters were performed using K-Means Clustering. The precision and 

performance of this presented technique were compared with aCSM, RID and another distance matrix 

methodology that considers the distances between all atoms from each protein structure. The results were 

satisfactory. The reduced distance matrix obtained a high precision and the best computational performance. 

Keywords: protein interactions; reduced distance matrix; clustering. 

INTRODUCTION 

Disulfide bond interactions are covalent bonds formed by the interaction between sulfur atoms from 

cysteines, which after oxidations became cystines. These bonds are responsible for maintaining the 

conformational stability (three-dimensional structure) of a protein by linking distant parts of a polypeptide 

chain or different chains [4,5]. The Figure 1 illustrates a disulfide bond interaction. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 Development of a reduced distance matrix, approximately 70% less than [1]. 

 The reduced distance matrix has a shorter processing time than the algorithms [1-3]. 

 Several clusters were constructed with similar protein interactions. 

 The reduced distance matrix obtained satisfactory accuracy. 
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Figure 1. Disulfide bond formed between two cysteine molecules. 

The Figure 1 illustrates the construction of the disulfide bond by linking two cysteines, through the Sulfur 

Gamma atoms (SG) of each cysteine, illustrated in green. After this union, these molecules are called 

cystines. This link stabilizes the main chain from each side, formed by the atoms Nitrogen (N) in dark blue, 

Carbon Alpha (CA) in yellow, Carbon (C) in light blue and Oxygen (O) in red. In this figure, each interacting 

side also contains an atom from the residue before the main chain (C) in light blue, an atom from the residue 

after the main chain (N) in dark blue and a beta carbon atom (CB) in orange. 

These interactions are important for protein stability and conformation. Disulfide bonds, along with 

hydrogen bonds, ionic pairs, and van der Waals interactions, define the shape and keep the protein structure 

stable [5-7]. 

Disulfide bonds are also important in folding the polypeptide chain into specific secondary and tertiary 

structures. Additionally, their groupings with other polypeptides form the quaternary structures [5,8]. 

There are studies that prove the increased stability of a protein by introducing disulfide bonds in distinct 

regions of the same protein [5, 9, 10]. The study of two variants of the Subtilisin BPN’ enzyme, shows that 

protein stability was increased by 1,000 times, from 10 mutation points, including the addition of a new 

disulfide bond [11]. In the literature we can also find studies that prove the protein stability decrease when 

removing disulfide bonds [12].  

Several proteins structures, including disulfide bonds, were studied by various researchers and inserted 

in biological databases, such as the Protein Data Bank (PDB). This database stores through text files 

information about three-dimensional proteins structure. This information includes: atomic coordinates, 

functions, interactions and others important protein characteristics [13]. Many software, such as LSQKAB 

[14,15], work through PDB text files. 

The LSQKAB is based on Kabsch algorithm [16], which calculates the optimal rotation matrix between 

two protein structures, minimizing the Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD). However, using LSQKAB to 

calculate the similarity across all records in a database is time consuming [5]. 

One alternative to do this task in a viable computer time is using the RID tool. The first step is to choose 

one record to be the reference. Then, the LSQKAB is used to overlap all other records with the reference, 

generating a delta file with the result atomic distances for each overlapping file. Finally, a score is calculated 

for each file generated, to optimize the search [2,5]. This technique gets satisfactory but not optimal results 

when working with disulfide bonds. 

There are techniques that work with protein structures by generating signatures for biological graphs. 

Some examples are Cutoff Scanning Matrix (CSM) [17] and one of its variations, atomic Cutoff Scanning 

(aCSM) [3]. These techniques generate signatures for biological graphs based on atoms distance pattern 

from a protein structure. The generated signatures are used in classification tasks [17].  

In this paper, we studied the disulfide bonds interactions clustering, extracted from PDB. The goal in this 

work is to form groups with disulfide bonds records that have low Root-Mean-Square values when compared 

with each other. This study is important, because finding interactions of disulfide bonds with low values of 

distance differences, is possible for a specialist in the field to analyze and propose mutations between them, 

which can bring improvements to the structures of these macromolecules.  

Protein studies benefit several segments, such as health, in the development of drugs and vaccines. In 

the industry, improving digestive enzymes that are used in various processes. In the environment, changing 

the enzymes for the degradation of contaminants, among other countless areas [5]. 
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Inspired by one CSM steps, we developed methodologies based on matrix distances. First, we 

developed a complete distance matrix, that uses the Euclidean distance calculation between all atoms in an 

interaction file, to build a distance matrix [1]. In order to improve the computational performance, we 

developed a reduced distance matrix using two alpha carbon atoms from each interaction as centroids to 

reduce the amount of distances to be calculated. We use LSQKAB to compare the accuracy of clusters 

formed by the methodologies based on distance matrix, aCSM and RID. We also evaluate the processing 

time. In this way, the complete distance matrix obtained the best precision and satisfactory run time. The 

reduced distance matrix obtained the best processing time and satisfactory precision. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

Disulfide Bond Interactions Data Type 

The disulfide bonds evaluated in this work were extracted from the PDB in text file format by the RID 

tool. The information contained in these text files were obtained by x-ray diffraction, for the reason of obtaining 

a more precise coordinate for each atom. This choice was more viable than working with Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR), for the reason that NMR reports several coordinates of probabilities for 

each atom. This excess of information could hinder the process of building the distance matrices.  

The RID tool obtained for each interacting side from each disulfide bond, the main chain, an atom from 

the residue before the main chain and an atom from the residue after the main chain. The RID tool ignored 

some atoms such as beta carbons, gamma sulfur and the side chain atoms. These ignored atoms were not 

inserted into the text files, called interaction files. Because the focus of this database is on maintaining the 

main chain, to conserve the protein's function in a mutation event. Consequently, these ignored atoms are 

not necessary for the focus of this database. The Figure 2 (b) shows the structure of “1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-

40-A_mc6.pdb”, an interaction file. The Figure 2 (a) shows the three-dimensional view of this file. 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Figure 2. This figure illustrates the structure of an interaction file, through two panels. They are respectively: (a) Three-
dimensional visualization of this structure, by [18]; (b) Information contained in the interaction file. 

The Figure 2 (a) illustrates the two interacting sides that form the interaction file. The leftmost Carbon 

(C) is an atom from the residue before the main chain of the left side. The next atoms from this side form this 

main chain. They are: Nitrogen (N), Alpha Carbon (CA), Carbon (C) and Oxygen (O). The last Nitrogen (N) 

from the left side is an atom from the residue after the main chain. The right side from the interacting file also 

contains 6 atoms, which follow the same pattern as the left side. In the Figure 2 (b), the first line refers to the 

crystallographic cell used to extract various information from the atomic structure, being identified by 

CRYST1. The lines 2, 3, and 4, indicated by SCALEn show the operators for transforming orthogonal 

coordinates into crystallographic cell coordinates. Below these first 4 lines, the coordinate section starts. This 
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section is one of the most important in the file. Through information contained in [13,19], it was possible to 

construct the table 1 to explain in detail the items in this section.  

Table 1. Coordinate section [13,19]. 

Columns Data type  Field Definition 

1 – 6  Record name ATOM  
7 – 11  Integer Serial Atom serial number 
12 – 16  Atom Name Atom name  
17  Character AltLoc Alternate location indication 
18 – 20  Residue 

name 
ResName 

Residue name 

22  Character ChainID Chain identify 
23 – 26  Integer ResSec Residue sequence number 
27  AChar iCode Code insertion of residues 
31 – 38  Float (8,3) X Orthogonal coordinate for X 
39 – 46  Float (6,2) Y Orthogonal coordinate for Y 
47 – 54  Float (6,2) Z Orthogonal coordinate for Z 
55 – 60  Float (6,2) Occupancy Occupancy 
61 – 66  Float (6,2) TempFactor Temperature factor 
77 – 78  LString (2) Element Element symbol right- justified 
79 – 80  LString (2) Charge Charge on the Atom 

 

As indicated by the Table 1, the first string in the coordinate section from the Figure 2 (b) refers to the 

record name, contained in that row. The second string indicates the atom's serial number. The third string 

shows the atom name, where carbon (C), nitrogen (N), alpha carbon (CA) and oxygen (O). The atoms 1 

through 6 refer to the left side from the interacting file. The atoms 7 to 12 refer to the right side. The fourth 

string refers to the Alternate location indication. The next four strings show the residue name, chain identify, 

residue sequence number and code insertion of residues respectively. The strings 9, 10 and 11 indicates the 

atom coordinates in Å for the x, y and z axes. The next 4 strings respectively refer to the probability of the 

atom being at that location, temperature factor, right-aligned element symbol, and charge. The file 

“1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb”, illustrated in the Figure 2 B does not contains “alternate location 

indication”, “code insertion”, and “charge”.  

Experiments 

To verify the efficiency of the reduced distance matrix, the experiments were performed with 16,383 

disulfide bond interaction files. This is the same database used in the complete distance matrix experiments 

[1]. The results obtained were compared with the complete distance matrix, aCSM and RID. 

We decided to compare the results with the complete distance matrix [1], because the software 

presented in this paper originated from this technique. The purpose of this comparison is to verify how much 

the reduced distance matrix has improved performance time and check if occurred loss in accuracy. 

The aCSM was chosen because this software is one CSM version that considers all atoms from the 

protein structure to calculate the pattern of distances. The different versions from the CSM are considered 

the state of the art in generating biological graph patterns. 

The RID tool was selected because it is a software specialized in working with protein interactions. 

Conducting the Experiments 

All methodologies were evaluated by clustering through K-Means Clustering, defining 500, 750 and 1,000 

groups. There are other well-known clustering techniques, such as DBSCAN that groups the database 

records according to their density, another example is Hierarchical Clustering, which builds a hierarchy of 

clusters according the similarity of records, among other techniques. But in this article, we chose K-Means 

Clustering because this technique has a satisfactory processing time, works with all database records without 

exclusions and uses Euclidean distance as metric. The distance matrices described in this article, aCSM and 

RID also use Euclidean distance in at least one of its stages. 

K-Means clustering is an algorithm that divides data into k groups, based on the distance of the centroid 

from each cluster. In this case, centroid is the point at which the sum of distances of all elements from this 

cluster is the smallest possible. K-means uses an iterative algorithm that minimizes the sum of distances of 
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each item to the centroid of its group. This clustering algorithm moves objects between clusters, until the sum 

of distances reaches the lowest possible value [20].  

The accuracy of the formed clusters was verified using the LSQKAB overlaps results. Atomic overlaps 

were performed between all records that were in the same group. Each file was compared twice to all other 

files in his cluster. In the first comparison, one of these records remained "fixed" and the other was fit to the 

same. In the second comparison, the opposite occurred between these files. A delta file was generated for 

each comparison. 

Each delta file generated contains the information of the distance differences between each overlapping 

atom pair. The tolerance value set was up to 0.5 Å for each overlapping amino acid pair. This guarantees a 

maximum RMS value of 0.5 Å and consequently a maximum RMSD of up to 0.5 Å. This value ensures strong 

similarity between the compared files, resulting in a satisfactory overlap between these records [21]. The 

RMSD is the most common way to evaluate similarities between protein structures [22]. 

The delta file structure is represented by Figure 3. Through the file “1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb-

1cbn_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb.deltas ”, one of the generated files. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Delta file “1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb-1cbn_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb.deltas” [23]. 

The delta file name is given by joining the names of the records that formed it, separated by “-”. In this 

example, the delta file was formed by the fixed file “1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb”, and the record 

“1cbn_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb”. The first column refers to the differences value in atomic distances 

between these files. The next two columns refer to the first file information and the last two refer to the second 

file. This information is protein residue number, atom and chain identification [5]. 

The most important information for each delta file is its first column. It represents the difference in 

distances between atoms in each record relative to the same atoms in the other compared structure [23]. 

In this work was evaluated the accuracy and the time spent by each algorithm for constructing records 

and performing clustering. 

Parameters Used to Adapt Techniques to Experiments  

The objective of this subsection is to indicate the chosen parameters values and the necessary 

adjustments made in the evaluated algorithms, aiming at the accomplishment of the experiments. 

The development of the reduced distance matrix is detailed in the development subsection. The 

methodology that uses the complete distance matrix did not require parameter adaptations for the 

experiments. The aCSM and RID techniques required adaptations. 

The aCSM algorithm generates the distance pattern from a protein according to its frequency of atoms 

at certain cutoff distances. To obtain this frequency of atoms is necessary to pass as parameters the minimum 

and maximum distances to be accounted in the frequency and the increment step. To obtain these 

parameters, we first calculated the largest Euclidean distance between atoms in the same database record. 

A value of 11.22 Å was found. This value was considered as the maximum distance parameter. According to 

experiments made by [17], was defined 151 columns to represent the frequency of atoms in each record. We 

obtained the step value from the division between the maximum distance value and the number of columns. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=2ahUKEwjY_IyMpJjfAhXBqZAKHdazDawQFjAAegQIAxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scielo.br%2Fbabt&usg=AOvVaw08BojU0LuZNEI4C434jTD4
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That way, the step value was 0.074 Å. The minimum distance started with 0, incrementing with the step value. 

After running aCSM with these parameters, the distance patterns of all records were obtained based on the 

frequency of their respective atoms. The distance patterns obtained were used to perform the grouping with 

k-means clustering. 

The first step in the RID technique is to choose a database file to be used as a reference. The criterion 

considered is the resolution value contained in the PDB file. Thus, the interaction file chosen was the 

"1ejg_CYS-3-A_CYS-40-A_mc6.pdb". After this choice, the LSQKAB software was used to perform atomic 

overlaps of all other 16,382 interaction files against the chosen reference. As a result, 16,382 delta files were 

generated. These values were imported by Matlab and grouped by the k-means Clustering. 

Complete Distance Matrix 

Inspired by one CSM stage, a methodology based on distance matrix was developed. This methodology 

allows the comparison and clustering of interactions extracted from the PDB, through the atomic distance 

similarities, in an efficient way. However, the distance matrix cited was constructed considering the distance 

differences between all atoms from each interaction [1]. The flowchart of this methodology is illustrated by 

the Figure 4. 

 
 

Figure 4. Complete distance matrix flowchart [1]. 

According to Figure 4, for each interaction file contained in the database, the Euclidean distance was 

calculated between all 12 atoms from each record, considering the x, y and z coordinates. The results of 

each record were inserted into a vector of 66 positions. The first position refers to the Euclidian distance 

between x, y and z coordinates of atom 1 (leftmost Carbon) to atom 2 (Nitrogen belonging to the main chain 

from the left side). The vector started at position 1, because Matlab starts the vectors from this position. The 

position 2 from the vector refers to Euclidean distance between atoms 1 (leftmost Carbon) and 3 (Alpha 

Carbon from the left side). And so on, until the position 66 refers to the calculation between atoms 11 and 12 

(Oxygen and Nitrogen on the right side). Subsequently, these vectors were joined in a matrix. Due to the fact 

that the studied files are the same size, the constructed matrix had 16,383 rows and 66 columns. Each row 

represents a record and each column indicates a Euclidean distance value [1]. The table 2 explains in more 

detail the 66 positions.  

Table 2. Definitions of the positions from the vector from complete distance matrix. 

Positions Definition 

1 – 11 Euclidian distance between the leftmost Carbon atom and the other 11 atoms 
12 – 21 Euclidean distance between the Nitrogen and the other atoms, except the leftmost Carbon 
22 – 30 Euclidean distance between the left CA and the other atoms, except the first two atoms 
31 – 38 Euclidean distance between the Carbon and the other atoms, except the first three atoms 
39 – 45 Euclidean distance between the Oxygen and the other atoms, except the first four atoms 
46 – 51 Euclidean distance between the Nitrogen and the other atoms, except the first five atoms 
52 – 56 Euclidean distance between the first Carbon in the right side and other atoms on the right 
57 – 60 Euclidean distance between the Nitrogen in the right side and the other 4 remaining atoms 
61 – 63 Euclidean distance between the right CA and the other 3 remaining atoms 
64 – 65 Euclidean distance between the Carbon and the others 2 remaining atoms 
66 Euclidean distance between the last 2 atoms (Nitrogen and Oxygen) 
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According Table 2, positions 1 through 11 refer to the Euclidean distance calculation between the 

leftmost Carbon and the other 11 atoms contained in the interaction file. Positions 12 to 21 refer to the 

calculation between the Nitrogen belonging to the main chain on the left side and the other atoms, except the 

leftmost Carbon. That is, the Euclidean distance between Nitrogen and the leftmost carbon is not performed 

in this time because this calculation has already been done in position 1. Following this idea, the next 

positions of the vector refer to the Euclidean distance between the other atoms in the interaction file, without 

repeating the calculation between the same atoms. 

Development of the Reduced Distance Matrix 

The reduced distance matrix was inspired by the complete distance matrix. While the complete distance 

matrix depends on the calculation of the Euclidean distance between all atoms in the same interaction file, 

the reduced distance matrix depends only on the Euclidean distance calculations between the centroids 

(alpha carbon atoms) in relation to the other atoms. The Figure 5 illustrates the positions of Alpha Carbon 

atoms (CA) on both sides of the interacting files. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The alpha carbon atoms, in yellow color, were chosen to be the centroids. 

The alpha carbon atoms were chosen to be the centroids because they are in the center of the main 

chain. Additionally, they are attached to the side chain. 

The function of the reduced distance matrix consists of calculating the Euclidean distance for the x, y 

and z coordinates between the first centroid atom and the other 10 non-centroid atoms. Then, the Euclidean 

distance between the second centroid atom and the other 10 non-centroid atoms is calculated. Thus, 20 

values were obtained to represent each interaction file. Then a matrix with 16,383 rows and 20 columns was 

constructed. Each row represents a record and each column indicates a distance value. Thus, the reduced 

distance matrix works with less than one third of the quantity of columns used in the complete distance matrix, 

which uses 66 columns to represent each interaction file. The flow chart of the reduced distance matrix is 

illustrated by Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Reduced distance matrix flow chart. 

According to Figure 6, each interaction file contained in the database was represented by a 20 positions 

vector. The first position from the vector refers to the calculation of the Euclidean distance between the 
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coordinates x, y e z from the first centroid atom (alpha carbon on the left side of the interacting file) and the 

first non-centroid atom (leftmost Carbon). The positions 2 to 10 refer to the calculation of the Euclidean 

distance between the first centroid atom and the other 10 non-centroid atoms. The positions 10 to 20 refer to 

the calculation of the Euclidean distance between the second centroid atom (alpha carbon on the right side 

of the interacting file) and the other 10 non-centroid atoms contained in the same record. Later, these vectors 

were joined in a matrix, which was grouped by the K-means Clustering technique, in the Matlab software 

[20]. The Figure 7 illustrates the values contained in some positions of the reduced distance matrix, for the 

clusters 1 and 409. 

 
Figure 7. Examples of some records contained in cluster 1 and 409. 

In the Figure 7, the starting positions values (1 and 2), and the ending positions values (19 and 20) were 

slightly different between the records from one cluster to the records from the other cluster. On the other 

hand, the central positions (10, 11 and 12) were very different for records from distinct clusters. The 

differences across the 20 positions of each record contributed to the K-Means in the group formations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Table 3 indicates the number of satisfactory overlaps obtained by the reduced distance matrix and 

the complete distance matrix for experiments considering 500, 750 and 1,000 clusters. These values refer to 

the average after 31 executions. 

Table 3. Number of records in clusters according to satisfactory overlap rates. 

Technique Reduced Distance Matrix Complete Distance Matrix 

Quantity of clusters 500 750 1,000 500 750 1,000 
0% to 10%      486  338 318  442 345 281 
10% to 20%      1,727 1,249 968  1,473 1,069 763 
20% to 30%      1,432 1,303 1,105  1,421 1,033 962 
30% to 40%      1,319 1,171 1,162  1,114 1,299 1,084 
40% to 50%      1,225 1,041 947  1,051 912 890 
50% to 60%      1,341 1,166 1,009  1,389 1,023 904 
60% to 70%      1,368 1,202 1,110  1,311 1,017 1,070 
70% to 80%      1,880 1,821 1,579  1,058 1,319 969 
80% to 90%      2,215 2,199 2,088  2,209 1,582 1,382 
90% to 100%       3,390 4,893 6,097  4,915 6,784 8,078 

 

According to the table 3, the reduced distance matrix formed several clusters, with many records, which 

had satisfactory overlap rates over than 90%. The best results were with the 1,000 clusters experiments, 

which obtained 6,097 records in this range of hits. In this same scenario, the complete distance matrix got 

even better results, averaging 8,078 records. On the other hand, the reduced distance matrix obtained more 

records in clusters that obtained satisfactory overlap rates between 80% and 90%, 70% and 80% and still 

60% and 70%, when compared to the complete distance matrix. 

For experiments with 500 and 750 clusters, although both methodologies had lower percentages of 

satisfactory overlaps, the behavior of the results was similar. The complete distance matrix had more records 

that were in clusters with a satisfactory overlap rate greater than 90%. The reduced distance matrix had more 
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records that remained in clusters that had satisfactory overlap rates between 60% until 70%, 70% and 80%, 

and 80% until 90%, when compared to the complete distance matrix. 

The Figure 8 illustrates the number of records in clusters with different ranges of satisfactory overlaps 

rates. In this experiment, we considered the reduced distance matrix, the complete distance matrix, beyond 

the results obtained by RID and aCSM for this same database. The results of these last two algorithms have 

been described in [1]. This figure refers to the results with 1,000 clusters, considering the average of 31 runs. 

 
Figure 8. Number of records per cluster according to satisfactory overlap rate. 

According to Figure 8, the number of records that the reduced distance matrix obtained in clusters with 

more than 90% of satisfactory overlaps was higher than the aCSM algorithm, but this amount was less than 

the complete distance matrix and RID. However, the reduced distance matrix obtained more records than 

the others three algorithms in clusters with the following percentage ranges 80% until 90%, 70% until 80% 

and 60% until 70%.  

Analyzing the number of records in clusters with low satisfactory overlap rates, we found that the reduced 

distance matrix obtained fewer records than aCSM in the two worst ranges (0% to 10% and 10% to 20%), 

obtaining quantities close to the complete distance matrix and RID.  

The results for the experiments defining the maximum number of clusters in 500 and 750 groups, 

followed similar behaviors although all methodologies obtained lower percentages of satisfactory overlaps. 

The Figure 9 refers to a boxplot with the total average of satisfactory overlaps. This boxplot evaluated 

the reduced distance matrix, complete distance matrix, aCSM and RID. The displayed values refer to the 

average after 31 runs for each methodology, considering 1,000 clusters. 
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Figure 9. Boxplot comparing the amount of satisfactory overlap of the four techniques. 

According to the boxplot, the results of the reduced distance matrix were satisfactory, being considerably 

higher than the aCSM. The presented technique also obtained a precision close to the RID and the complete 

distance matrix.  

The reduced distance matrix presented a smaller variation of results than the RID. All results of the 

presented methodology were between 77% and 80% of satisfactory overlaps. The RID algorithm had some 

executions that got more than 80.5%, but on the other hand, some executions had values close to 76.5%, 

for example, the outlier below the last quartile in the Figure 10. The medians of the reduced distance matrix 

and the RID had close values (central red lines). 

The best results of the reduced distance matrix were very close to the worst results of the complete 

distance matrix. This difference was less than 0.5%. On the other hand, the best results of the complete 

distance matrix were next to 83,30% of satisfactory overlaps. This value is superior than the best results from 

all other compared techniques. 

The accuracy results obtained by the reduced distance matrix were satisfactory. Even using a matrix 

70% smaller than the complete distance matrix, the average of satisfactory overlaps of both methodologies 

were close. A smaller distance matrix takes less time to be processed by clustering algorithms. Obtaining a 

very short distance matrix and still with a satisfactory percentage of overlaps accepted is a satisfactory result. 

After the boxplot, can be used the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the distribution of the 4 

groups. ANOVA indicates whether there are statistical differences between the results obtained by each 

technique. This analysis can be used when the residuals comply with the following assumptions: normality, 

independence, and equality [24]. In statistics, the residuals are the differences between the obtained and 

expected values. The residues indicate the natural variation of the data [25]. The verification of the normality 

assumption is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Assumption of normality. 

The validation of normality can be obtained by the graph of normal probability of the residues, in the 

Figure 10. In this figure, each residue is compared with its expected value (considering that they follow a 

normal distribution). In other words, the residues (blue points in the graph) should be close to the expected 

values (red line). Small variations, as in Figure 10 are tolerable. The Figure 11 shows the validation of the 

independence assumption. 

 
 

Figure 11. Assumption of independence. 
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The independence premise must ensure that one observation does not influence the other. In other 

words, the residues cannot be predictable. Thus, the results contained in Figure 11 indicate that this 

assumption is complied, because the residue values do not have a defined pattern, making it impossible to 

predict the next residual value. 

The last premise to be assessed is the equality assumption. It is illustrated in the Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Assumption of equality. 

To comply with the equality assumption, each group have to contain the residues equally distributed. 

That is, this assumption is fulfilled when each group has the same amount of residues above and below the 

value 0, on the y-axis of Figure 12. Small variations are tolerable. According the Figure 12, residues too 

complies the equality assumption. In this way, all three premises are fulfilled, enabling the use of ANOVA. 

We use the One-way ANOVA from Matlab [26]. The p-value obtained was 2,44463-107, a very small 

amount, indicating that at least one of the evaluated techniques has different accuracy from the others. 

Through the results from ANOVA is possible to perform the Tukey test to verify with greater precision which 

of the evaluated techniques obtained results statistically different from the others [26].   

The Figure 13 refers to the Tukey test to verify which group have a considerable statistical difference 

between the total average of accepted overlaps for the reduced distance matrix in relation to the three other 

techniques. This analysis was made using the results obtained from the experiments of 1,000 clusters. 

In this analysis, the dashed lines refer to the results of the reduced distance matrix. If these lines touch 

the results of another technique, there is no significant difference between these two techniques. The 

confidence level considered was 99. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Statistical analysis comparing the results of the reduced distance matrix with the other three techniques 

evaluated, in the 1,000 clusters experiments. 
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According to the Tukey's test, illustrated by the Figure 13, the reduced distance matrix obtained better 

precision results than the aCSM. This difference was significantly considerable because aCSM obtained 

values between 64% and 66%, while the results of the reduced distance matrix were between 78% and 80% 

of satisfactory overlaps. When comparing the results of the methodology presented with the RID, the dashed 

lines indicate no significant statistical difference for both techniques, according to the defined parameters. 

That is, the average of satisfactory overlaps of the reduced distance matrix was close to the RID. The 

complete distance matrix presented statistical superiority in relation to all other compared techniques. 

Time Consuming 

The methodology based on complete distance matrix had the shortest total time to perform the 

experiments, when compared with aCSM and RID [1]. In this section, we compared the time taken by the 

reduce distance matrix and the complete distance matrix to construct the data structure and group it by K-

means clustering. The results obtained are in Table 4. 

Table 4. Time consuming. 

Technique Reduced Distance Matrix Complete Distance Matrix 

Quantity of clusters 500 750 1,000 500 750 1,000 
Build the matrix 00:02 00:02 00:02 00:10 00:10 00:10 
Clustering   00:20   00:29 00:49 00:40 01:09 01:23 
Total time   00:22   00:31 00:51 00:50 01:19 01:33 

 

This analysis of the execution time highlights the main contribution of the reduced distance matrix. The 

Table 4 contains the time consumption in seconds of the reduced distance matrix and complete distance 

matrix for constructing data structures and grouping, considering 500, 750, and 1000 clusters. According this 

table, the reduced distance matrix was almost 5 times faster in the step of building the matrix to be grouped, 

when compared to the time taken to build the complete distance matrix. This considerable difference occurred 

due to the reduction of the amount of calculations required to construct the matrix. 

The time to group the reduced distance matrix by k-means clustering was also considerably shorter in 

the 500, 750 and 1000 cluster experiments. This is because the reduced distance matrix works with less than 

one third of the number of columns in the complete distance matrix, so it was less difficult for the k-means to 

form groups. 

Thus, the total time spent to do the whole clustering process was many shorter by the methodology 

presented in this article. 

Complexity of Algorithm 

The reduced distance matrix has the computational complexity to transform an interaction file in a vector 

form into: 

O(n c – c c), (1) 

Where “n” is the number of atoms contained in the interaction file and “c” is the amount of defined 

centroids. This result was better than the complete distance matrix, which has the complexity of: 

O((n2 – n) / 2), (2) 

to perform this same procedure. 

 

As a result, the reduced distance matrix has the least computational complexity of all the compared 

techniques. Because according to [23], the complete distance matrix presented a lower computational 

complexity when compared to aCSM and RID. Thus, the reduced distance matrix is the fastest algorithm 

among the techniques compared in this article. 

CONCLUSION 

The results obtained in this work indicate that it is possible through the reduced distance matrix, to form 

several groups of interaction files that result in good atomic overlaps when compared to the other records in 

the same cluster. The precision of the reduced distance matrix was higher than aCSM and there was no 

statistical difference when comparing the results with the RID. On the other hand, the complete distance 

matrix obtained a higher precision when compared to the other techniques.  
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The major contribution from the reduced distance matrix is her performance. Its execution time is 

considerably faster than the other compared algorithms, because this technique has a lower computational 

complexity. The biggest highlight of the performance time refers to the construction of the data, in which the 

presented technique was almost 5 times faster than the second placed one. 

Thus, the technique presented in this paper justifies being a good option to compare and group protein 

interaction files. 
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